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Exhaust Hoods



Integrated Expertise
At Hohenloher, we have combined our 130 years of design experience together with 
the latest innovative technology to produce a spectacular, state-of-the-art, ergonomi-
cally sound, range of laboratory equipment. It is with good reason that at Hohenloher 
we are renowned for our expertise in the field of laboratory equipment. Our highly 
skilled engineers are constantly giving fresh impetus to the market, which is why we 
are always one step ahead of the competition. The result for our customers is intelli-
gently designed, durable and highly versatile products. This includes our latest devel-
opment: Flexair® technology with 3D Extraction.
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Your Advantages

Superior Safety 
Health and safety is our primary concern: Flexair® technology with its  
intelligent 3D Extraction ensures that noxious substances are extracted 
as soon as they occur. Ensuring that the user is always guaranteed the 
highest level of safety.   

Minimal Energy Consumption
Energy is a precious resource: At Hohenloher we always consider sus-
tainability when designing our technology. Hohenloher exhaust hoods 
have an impressively low rate of energy consumption. At an extracted 
air volume of 266m3/h/lfm, energy consumption and running costs are 
considerably reduced.   

Optimum Comfort and  
User-Friendly Design 
We want you to concentrate on the important things: The daily routine 
of a busy laboratory can be complex. A comfortable and user-friendly 
workstation allows the operator to concentrate on what matters. Non-
slip handles, ergonomically-shaped components that are simple to 
change over and a modular construction make our exhaust hoods par-
ticularly easy to use and maintain.  



Fast Elimination of 
Noxious Substances 
Speed and efficiency are vital when it comes to the removal of harmful substances! 
Hohenloher exhaust hoods, with Flexair® technology and 3D Extraction, remove harmful 
substances significantly faster and more effectively than conventionally-designed  
exhaust hoods. 
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With its active air-flow going directly onto the work surface, our  
innovative Flexair® technology prevents the escape of harmful sub-
stances each and every time. At the same time the 3D Extraction  
ensures that harmful substances resulting from the experiment are 
taken up, precisely from where they arise, by the exhaust slots which 
are spaced an optimal distance apart. The result is a constant short-
ened extraction route and thus a significantly faster elimination of 
harmful substances from within the fume cupboard compared with 
conventional exhaust hoods that only extract from the back.

 › Flexair® technology uses an active air-flow which 
operates along the front edge of the work-surface. 
This ensures that harmful substances are held 
within the interior space. As a result the level of 
escaping substances is kept to an absolute  
minimum.

 › The whole fume cupboard is fitted with extrac-
tion slots. The resultant harmful substances are 
therefore taken directly and safely from each side 
of the fume cupboard behind the inner lining.  
From there they are extracted centrally.  

 › Even when the sash is open, air turbulence is  
notably reduced. The substances are eliminated 
from the exhaust hood without any detours.  
It could not be simpler.   

Safeguarding your health is our top priority! Working 
with harmful materials and substances demands the 
highest levels of safety. Protecting you during that pro-
cess is of paramount importance to us. Hohenloher’s  
innovative exhaust hoods give you reliable protection by 
offering excellent retention capacity and security from 
the escape of harmful substances. How do we do this?

3D Air-Extraction

Flexair® Technology

Superior Safety
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Minimal
Energy Consumption

LED Technology
 › All Hohenloher exhaust hoods are fitted with the latest modern 
LED lighting technology as standard.  

 › The use of LEDs noticeably reduces power consumption – also 
LED lighting has a much longer life span. The highly robust LED 
lighting has an average life of about 30,000 hours. So it lasts 
around 3 times as long as conventional lighting.   

 › In terms of safety, LEDs also offer considerable benefits. During 
hazardous experiments in the exhaust hood, there is no danger of 
the light fitting shattering at any time.   

 › The LED technology we use gives a luminance of over 500 Lux of 
optimal daylight quality. This means experiments can be carried 
out under even more realistic conditions.

* (1) The flow rates stated were calculated under test conditions defined within EN 14175 
Part 3. The airflow data refers to a sash window opening height of 500mm (test opening as 
per EN 14175) and BG Chemie’s maximum recommended levels of trace gases.

 › Our exhaust systems are noticeably smaller. This is due to the 
perfect interaction between intelligent Flexair® technology and 
3D Extraction. 

 › Thanks to our innovative technology, the volume of air needing to 
be heated or cooled is drastically reduced. This means that energy 
consumption is also considerably lower.

 › Overall, this equates to 266m3/h/lfm (1) air volume and a noticeable 
reduction in energy costs.  

Air Volume 

Power consumption of lighting
(150 cm hood)

Conventional

32 W

-43%

56 W

LED

Energy is a precious resource. Today’s innovative technology must always 
take account of energy consumption and sustainability.  Hohenloher’s 
intelligent extraction technology reduces the exhaust air volume by an 
incredible 33% when compared to previous exhaust hoods! At the  
same time, safety is increased. How is that possible?

Conventional      Hohenloher

Flow rate  
in m3/h/lfm400 266

-33%

Reduced supply of  
conditioned air

Exhaust system  
with smaller dimensions

266 m3/h/lfm
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Lower  
Operating Costs
Buy the best and save money! These days innovative technology and minimal energy 
consumption must go hand-in-hand. Hohenloher exhaust hoods equipped with Flexair® 
technology, 3D Extraction and the most modern LED technology, can achieve optimum 
energy efficiency! The result: a noticeable reduction in your operating costs.
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Optimum Comfort  
and User-Friendly Design

Silent-Glide
Keep the noise down! That’s our motto!  
To help keep your laboratory work routine as 
quiet as possible, the front sash unit is built 
with plastic gliding bars. This enables smooth 
height adjustment by manual or electrical 
means. 

AeroGrip-Handles
Have you got everything under control? 
With our technology you will! Slip-resistant, 
ergonomically-shaped AeroGrip handles take 
care of that. They are also electrostatically 
decoupled.

WideSpace-Interior
You need lots of space for your experiments? 
We can help! Extra-narrow side walls make 
optimum use of the interior space. A very 
narrow sash side profile gives maximum  
access to the interior space for experiments. 

Our details: quiet, comfortable, spacious
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Professionally Equipped
The daily routine of a laboratory can be complex enough. Therefore an intelligently-
equipped workplace is all the more important. With their ergonomically-shaped handles, 
quiet operation and generous interior space for experiments, Hohenloher exhaust hoods 
make it easy for you to concentrate on what matters: your work!

User-Friendly

Easy to maintain
The work surface can be changed easily. All moving parts are easily 
accessible from the front. The interior lining can also be removed 
quickly and easily.

Ergonomic
The control panel for managing functions is conveniently located on 
the side pillars, allowing all functions to be observed at all times.

Flexible
Our modular construction system allows you to change or add 
elements and components at any time. This gives you maximum 
flexibility, saving you both time and money! 

FlexControl-Panel
We have everything under control! The new 
FlexControl-Panel with its integrated display 
and backlit function-keys gives you an over-
view of everything: flow-rate control, lighting 
management, sash adjustment and much 
more.   
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Exhaust Hood Models

Dimensions / Model 1200 1500 1800

Width (mm) 1200 1500 1800

Depth (mm) 955 955 955

Height (mm) 2700 (2400 Low space) 2700 (2400 Low space) 2700 (2400 Low space)

Width interior 1150 1450 1750

Size of work-surface, width / depth (mm) 1150 / 780 1450 / 780 1750 / 780

Working height (mm) 900 900 900

We can make problem substances 
vanish into thin air! Hohenloher  
exhaust hoods, with their brand-
new Flexair® technology and 3D  
Extraction, are an essential part of 
any professionally-equipped labo-
ratory. They are available in three 
different widths and can be up-
graded to suit changing demands.  
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Sash 
Constructed with 2 or 3 sashes. Windows in 
side walls are an available option

Work-Surface Materials  
Stainless steel, tile, CeraDur, high-perfor-
mance ceramic, polypropylene

Interior materials 
Phenolic resin, ceramic, polypropylene

Control Panel 
The FlexControl-Panel is located at eye level 
in the side pillar

Back Wall Inserts
These are available with water basin, elec-
tric, gas and water fittings

Control Casing 
Mounting with electric, gas, water and 
other fittings

Outer Cover 
Customer-specific colour can be selected. 
The outer cover can also be used to inte-
grate cables

Equipment Variations

Standard           Optional 

Equipment / Model 1200 1500 1800

3D Extraction

Flexair® technology

Flow rate indicator

Acoustic/optical warning signal - flow rate  

Flow rate constant/variable

Sash - mechanical/electrical adjustment

Presence detector for electrical sash

Sash release with foot switch

Tripod holder/Quantity 6 6 6

FlexControl control panel in side pillar

Side window W/H 370/700mm

AeroGrip handle

LED lighting

Sash glazing - triple/double

2 back wall inserts basin/media

Cover strips in customer-specific colour
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›  Download  
  brochure as a pdf

Product range
School equipment

Scientific equipment

Laboratory equipment

Services
Consultancy & planning 

Production & installation

Service & maintenance

Hohenloher Spezialmöbelwerk
Schaffitzel GmbH + Co. KG

Brechdarrweg 22 · D-74613 Öhringen
PO Box 1360 · D-74603 Öhringen 
Germany

Tel: +49 (0) 79 41 / 69 6 - 0
Fax: +49 (0) 79 41/ 6 96 -1 16

info@hohenloher.com
www.hohenloher.com


